Soph Hop Held Tonight
In Bellevue-Stratford; Waxman Band To Play
Queen To Be Crowned by Julie Gibson; Six Finalists Judged at Cocktail Party

The Soph Hop, featuring the orchestra of Carl Waxman, will be held tonight from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel.

Tickets for the dance may be obtained from dormitory or fraternity representatives or may be purchased at the door.

Miss Alice Simmons, Philadelphia campus sophomore, will crown the queen of the dance at midnight. The six finalists will be judged this afternoon at a cocktail party at Delta Kappa Epsilon. Leon H. Harte, associate professor of political science, Frederick D. Kempe, associate director of student activities, and F. Beekman, instructor of music will be the judges.

Queen Finalists
The finalists are Dorothy Rieker, owned by Mark Buchanan; Barbara G. Smith, owned by Martin B. Shriver; Edward Smith, owned by Jerry Smith; Elizabeth Penczynski, owned by Charles Kun; Lillian Smith, owned by Howard Rock; and Sandra Tellesky, owned by Edward Friend. Points for the queen contest are based entirely on ability exhibited by University Ambassadors, a social group founded by Pauline Landrum. They are selected from the University School, a freshman, Sophomore, Junior and a post from Senior class. All of the names are from Philadelphia. The seniors will designate the winners from sophomore class.

The Soph Hop climax a week of sophomore activities, including the Sophomore Poll presented by the Midda Head Ball Student Board and an assembly sponsored jointly with the freshman class.

Annua Distribution
The Sophomore Annua will be distributed at the desks by Miss Sue Fandel, Dean D. D. of the Class of 1951 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. The Annua features a history of the Sophomore class, dormitories, executives and other publications.

Admission to the Sophomore Annua will be admitted at the Sophomore desk only by the Dean of Admission, Card SIGN, and Speaker.

The dance is informal and no Senators are necessary, state Robert M. Woodruff, weekend chairman. Noads are not available.

IVY ATTENDANCE Up 11 Per Cent
The Ivy League attendance at Harvard this year, according to data released by the Ivy League, is 123,530, up 11 percent over 1955-56.

Try-Outs for New Ivy Styles
In Irvine Show
University To Offer Tuition Scholarships
Atlantic Treaty Organization might be strengthened.

Mr. Gruenther said in formal address delivered at a luncheon address at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel.

On Wednesday, the first of the series, was to be a two-hour presentation of a new Ivy League program of clothing to be given at the Belmar Hotel.

The presentation was designed to show the many fine new styles available for all Ivy League students who are from 1940 to 1960.

Four plays by the Ivy League were held in 1952, attracting 65,000 fans for a 20-year period. The first four plays were held last year, attracting 50,000 fans for a three-year period. The first four plays were held in 1962, attracting 30,000 fans for a three-year period.

President round the league as a gateway to attracting 12,000 fans in compari- son to only 17,000 in 1951, for a 30 percent improvement.
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Buddha Talk by Larry Kneifel

As the full solar season begins to come to an end, the Oriental瀏覽器 is getting to be quite a bit shorter. Many Oriental epistles are having similar sentiments to the ones we are putting to the various columns and the different trees, while numerous campus organizations are putting on programs for those underprivileged children.

Polish Orchestr - The New York crew, which highlighted many people's most work, was followed by the Army Collingford's Bellman-Stockford Hotel, Janet Dolber was chosen queen of the pageant, a girl of about 500. Her two sister, Jane, was selected as a member of her court. The common room on 80% of the girls in Philadelphian are good looking and the other 20% are Philadelpian, is slowly being replenished.

Give Us This Day - All campus organizations should make it a point this week to see that every one of them has its fair share of a Polish Orchestr's busy schedule. It wasn't possible to quaff down the Polish Orchestr's busy schedule, the only way they could help them was to invite them to dance at the Polish Orchestr's busy schedule. The players said they feel like the skeptical Little Three and they are trying to help them out.

All-American Football Tour - The following players were recently elected All-American in a recent Bulletin Ohio State:

Casey Name Birthdate Weight
Left Tackle - Raymond McGlei 6'3 265
Center - Paul Torta 6'1 265
Right End - Robert McAlpine 5'11 210
Guard - Bob Batterman 5'11 230
Right Tackle - L. H. Smith 6'3 285
Fullback - Pat McGee 6'2 210

Letters to the Editor

Editor, Daily Pennsylvania:

Lindle Davis of W. B. A. and Bill Boyd of the CA requested that you print the list of the names of the Pennsylvania students who are being worked up and out of your pages.

Though you may not realize it, the publishing business is one of the most important and beneficial of all the Pennsylvania students.

This really is a case of DOO DOO TOOKS, and he said his billings were in the $200,000,000.00 man.

Co-Editors, The Daily Pennsylvania

The Daily Pennsylvania


The Reviewing Stanza

An American Master

by Arthur Lichtendorf

The Players, left to right: Frank Jorgie, Sandra Eshenberg, W. Jared Noble and Peter De Mauin.

Beyond the Horizon, a drama by Eugene O'Neill. Produced and directed by Mrs. Karen Quimby, Scenery designed by Thomas Roblin. Music by Leonard Rose.

Eugene O'Neill has been trying to write a different type of play, one that is more realistic. He is trying to show that the theater is not a place to escape from life, but a place to live in.

The Players last night proved the continuing interest with a particularly thrilling performance of more of the master's works of our most distinguished playwright and the winner of the Nobel Prize.

Robert De Mauin, in his role as Robert, the master of the honors, was the outstanding star. His acting was so brilliant that it almost brought tears to the eyes of the audience. His playing was so realistic that it was hard to believe he was not actually a part of the play.

The plot moves quickly to the character's desire to destroy the family and to destroy the world. The character's desire to destroy the family is not only because he has been taught that the world is a bad place, but also because he has been taught that life is a bad place. The character's desire to destroy the world is not only because he has been taught that life is a bad place, but also because he has been taught that life is a bad place.
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Varsity Mermen At New Haven

The Yale Penn square of tomorrow at New Haven in the 11th annual meet between the two schools.

Coaches Schellenberg and Mustang were not sure who would win in each event but it was expected that Yale would put up a good showing. The Mermen will appear in the annual meet in 1941 if New Haven would have to drop out of the series. The Yale men were working harder than ever to better the Eli record and break the record time supplied by Yale. They will also be seeking to end a.s surest of finishing third in the Eastern Intercollegiate Swimming League. The Mermen have been held in that league for the last two years.

Frk Strike

The Eli will make sure to present two stakes as they open the season. This year Yale has now worn all conference title dollars and has been E.H.I.L. champions for consecutive years. The Blue and White have finished 3rd in the 40 E.H.I.L. titles. Harvard, Harvard, and Navy have shared the other ones. The rest of the league is dominated by Pennsylvania, Princeton, Cornell, Columbia, Harland. Last year Yale finished second in the loop, this year they are looking to be the outstanding team in the division. Yale won the meeting in 1940-41 against Harvard and Brown.

Tigers Are Back

Ashby in Olympics

Captain T. F. Misra will also be back. Ashby's record-setting gymnastics team in 1940 is entering the Olympics in 1944. This year it is expected that the team will do deep well of talent to resolve problems. Last year the Tigers defeated the Harvard men by a score of 61-4. To this year Yale was a 42-40 winner.

Tigers and Lions

Sundays Defeat JY Hoosters

Pennsylvania's junior varsity basketball team won the invitational title for the second straight year. They defeated Brown by a score of 103-26, at Murray Field.

The 1946 Intramural football season got underway yesterday as the Varsity Mermen defeated Birth- day Bums, 15-0 at Murphy Field. Both teams played top defenses half in the first half of the game. Neither was able to come to its opponent's goal line. At the second half program, it was easy to see that the intramural team was not as up to the University football championship. Phil Gynn's front touches the ball and he leaves the second half with the Penn Mermen's best back. But his own goal line and were trapped for two points. The winners first touchdown was scored a few minutes later as Ken Clark hit Dick Thompson, who was standing all alone in the end zone, with a long pass. Unable to get any scoring photos started, Birthday Bums' effort was毫无 preliminary. But Phil Gynn led top points as the game was drawing to a close. With malnutrition, the federal care was threatened to score, and in the last half seconds after three unsuccessful attempts, Ken Clark scored from the 2-yards line with the final 6 points tally.

The Most Outstanding Heart of Chinatown

In Vuberj Orlym[...]

Today until 4:00 P.M. Open 11 A.M. to 3 A.M. Continuous from 2 P.M. 146 N 10th Street LARCENY

Food in the ak<

Slaught Sunday

GIVE US THIS DAY... DEC. 25th

Philadelphia

December 25th

The exclusive Viceroys filter is made from pure cellulose—soft, snow-white, natural

Penn Grapplers Open Season Against Lehigh

Owning their 1946-47 season, Pennsylvania's varsity and Fresh- men wrestling teams met Lehigh, a traditional Eastern power, to determine the victor in this annual meet. The fresh match will put under little by little the varsity most scheduled for 3.

Hope successfully fill the gaps in the Penn varsity squad for the bananas of Herr, Friesinger and Dave Kline, Coach Charles Bishop's squad will seek to improve in this opening 13 match period last season.

Penn Lineup

Dick Nathan will wrestle in the 125-pound slot for the Quakers with sophomore Dave Bisch's probable slot in the 150-pound class. John Putzig will probably start at 155 with Ken Fisher holding down the 145-pound position. Jim Kinzie, a junior, will start at 165 while co-captain Jay King should wrestle in the 170-pound slot. Frank Knipe and Bob Le- Bordeau will hold the 170-pound class with Al Quinn the probable starter in the heavyweight class.

Lehigh Lineup

Leblanc is upset in the opening match of the season last Saturday by Cornell, 17-8. Last year the Engineers defeated Penn 20-11. Captain Joe Grach, the Eastern 175-pound champion, will be the heaviest man. Leon Hardwell was at 80-0 while Tom Deppa wrestled his 185-pound slot for the Engineers. Dick Berker will hold the 185-pound class with Bill Davies starting at 195. Viceroys' class will be taken by Bill Cullen at the 175-pound slot. Viceroys' weight is the heaviest weight.

Western Christmas Dinner

The winners' first touchdown was scored a few minutes later as Ken Clark hit Dick Thompson, who was standing all alone in the end zone, with a long pass. Unable to get any scoring photos started, Birthday Bums' effort was毫无 preliminary. But Phil Gynn led top points as the game was drawing to a close. With malnutrition, the federal care was threatened to score, and in the last half seconds after three unsuccessful attempts, Ken Clark scored from the 2-yards line with the final 6 points tally.

Phil Gamma Delta's Ken Clark is pictured above as he carries the ball for a long gain in yesterday's intramural championship game against Birthday Bums. Phil Gamma won, 16-6, with Clark passing for both touchdowns.

Do it Yourself

Hi Fi Kits

- Preampifiers
- Amplifiers
- AM-FM Tuners
- FM Tuners
- Speaker Enclosures

Assembly them yourself and save money

Friends

614 Arch St. Phone 2-5864

GIVE US THIS DAY... DEC. 25th
NOTICES

VETERANS ORGANIZATION
The Winter Dance at the Lido, 3331 Woodland Avenue, from 9 to 1 Saturday night will feature the King Harold Band. There will be door prizes and gifts for dancing.

DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN
There will be a viewing of the entire editorial board of The Daily Pennsylvania at 1 p.m.

Marlyn Grille
40th and Walnut Streets

NEW POLICY
COMPLETE DINNERS
FROM $1.35 TO $2.25
CHINESE — ITALIAN — AMERICAN — OPEN 5 P.M.

Zavelle's Book Store
3427 Woodland Avenue

Miss Julie Gibson will be at the Soph Hop

New Look at the "Ivy Look" Style Show
Irvine Auditorium
Wednesday, December 12, 1956
8:00 P.M.

Students and friends of the U. of P. invited
Door prizes for men & women
Admission free

Presented by the Philadelphia Club of Clothing Designers
In conjunction with the American Rayon Institute
And "The Daily Pennsylvanian"

Introducing Lorna Ringler, Miss Pennsylvania; Lois Jakubowsky, Miss U. of P.

Music by the Jimmy de Preist Quintet

Misses' Fashions by Bonwit Teller